Revise Section III.A. of the Screen Credits Manual as follows:

6. "Narration Written by"

"Narration Written by" credit is appropriate where the major writing contribution to a motion picture is in the form of narration. The term "narration" means material (typically off-camera) to explain or relate sequence or action (excluding promos or trailers).

7. “Additional Literary Material”

All participating writers on a motion picture who are not accorded writing credit in accordance with Paragraphs 1 – 6 of Section III.A. of this Manual shall be entitled to receive credit in the form “Additional Literary Material.” The names of the writers entitled to such credit shall be listed in alphabetical order.

78. "Based on Characters Created by"

"Based on Characters Created by" is a writing credit given to the writer(s) entitled to separated rights in a theatrical or television motion picture on each theatrical sequel to such theatrical or television motion picture.

Where there are no separated rights, "Based on Characters Created by" may be accorded to the author of source material upon which a sequel is based.

89. No Other Credits Approved

Any form of credit not expressly described in this Manual shall be used only upon receipt of a waiver from the Guild. Fewer names and fewer types of credit enhance the value of all credits and the dignity of all writers.